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First of all, we want to apologize. We recently realized 
that, through ignorance of English typographical rules, 
our goblin layout artist spent much time and effort ap-
plying the typographical customs of his lair, ignoring 
those of the civilized world. However, we have now put 
an end to these graphical deviations. Please excuse any 
irregularities in the previous two issues.
Secondly, we are trying to speed up a little bit in order 
to catch up with the standard publication regularity we 
had before the pandemic without lowering quality! We 
are still a small team, and some of us are fairly new to 
this work, but we will give it our very best. It has been a 
year since this dreadful pandemic started. Many things 
have changed in our lives, and most of it probably not 
for the better, but we hope this new year brings some 
joy for you and us all.

What will you see in 
this issue of the Scroll? 

G REETINGS AGAIN, FOLKS! WE BRING YOU THIS 25TH ISSUE OF 
THE NINTH SCROLL, WHICH IS JAM-PACKED WITH NEW 
ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, PICTURES, AND OTHER INFORMATION! 
AS ALWAYS, LET’S TAKE IT ONE STEP AT A TIME. 

Among many other things, we are bringing you items of in-
terest related to a variety of topics. We will learn a bit more 
about the KoE LAB process in the first of a series of articles 
committed to examining the LAB process in more depth 
(Do I hear the pitter patter of clawed feet?). However, take 
into account that sometimes these articles may already 
seem a bit “outdated” due to the long process of editing the 
Scroll, but also due to the awesome and fast process devel-
oped by the LAB team members. In any case, we hope you 
enjoy it. 
Concerning the game and its tactics, Abrassus (@Rando-
mus) brings us some tips on how to deal with single model 
units, frequently, a pain in the… backside. Related to the 
Hobby itself, Gabriel ‘Estudio Magnesia’ Cerdá will show-
case his impressive, and antique, SE Army! (Check it out! 
Some of his miniatures might be older than some of you 
are! :P) Meanwhile, David “Grosacquet” will teach us how 
to make 3D ruins for your games. And on the subject of 
miniatures companies, we will interview the man behind 
Rotten Factory!

Pablo “Closer” Muñoz
and the Ninth Scroll Team

Erratum
The Sylvan Elf Essence of War patrol pictured in 9th Scroll #024 is 
the one used for playtesting by “RHWorldbuilding”, but does not 
consist of entirely “RHWorldbuilding” (RHW) designed paper minis. 
The Sylvan Archers are RHW designs, and available on Patreon. 
However, the Dryads are designed by “Antohammer: the Lonely 
Wargamer”, and available on his Patreon. The Wild Huntsmen, and 
the Druid are free downloads available at cardboard-war-
riors.proboards.com in the "Downloads" section.
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In the comic for this issue, some goblins go spelunking for their liege. I'm 
sure everything will be safe in the dank, subterranean domain, right? Read 
and find out! (Page 12)
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W HAT’S NEW SINCE THE 
LAST ISSUE?

Hi again, pals! As you may know, in this section we bring 
you the most relevant news since the release of the last is-
sue of The Ninth Scroll We try to include as much as possi-
ble, but if you want more info, you can check the News 
section of the forum.

There We Go!
To begin with, a team coordinated by @Piteglio presented 
us a few weeks ago with the new forum-based Cravenlands 
escalation campaign. We hope you will take part by sharing 
your army rosters, pictures, terrain, tactics, battle reports, 
and ideas. We thank the Cravenlands team for all their 
magnificent efforts. The campaign is sure to help new play-
ers join up, and get familiar with the T9A project.
Moving on to other issues, we finally got the 2021 Annual 
Balance Update (except for Dread Elves players, who will 
have to “settle” for with their flamboyant new 2nd Alpha 
Version Army Book), so it’s time to update our dusty old 
lists! Also, don’t forget, Command Groups are now half 
price, so let those banners wave proudly as your armies 
march forward to conquer.
In this same vein, the hotfix for the Balance Patch, and the 
2019 Data Report were published as well. Looking through 

those files, you will find useful and interesting informa-
tion such as tournament data, and methods applied to 
help with external balance of the armies. You can also 
see how the well-known Tier List is made.
In other news, The Ninth Age project has invested 
much time and energy to promote the UK Masters, and 
coverage of the event includes a mix of Youtube videos, 
Podcasts, and Radio broadcasts (Paired Weapons Pod-
cast, Fantasy Wargaming Podcast, Slaanrat Radio, Mad 
Git Radio, Thundercock Podcast, and Veil of the Ages). 
On those sites, you will find all the information about 
the event, player interviews, and even a competition for 
listeners.

The 9th Age Needs You!
Last, but not least, this year The Ninth Age Project is 
looking for -even- more involvement from you, the 
community, starting with the v.2021 map pack creation, 
in the form of a contest. You can participate in the con-
test by submitting one or more maps. Throughout Feb-
ruary, the 16 best will be selected for inclusion in the 
official map pack for this year!
P.S. If you are interested in collaborating with The Ninth 
Age project, the French and German  Translations Team 
are searching for volunteers. If you have motivation, 
and a good understanding of English, and German or 
French, don’t hesitate to contact them!

“Closer”
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Speaking with us today is “krokz“, who is one of the 
team members in charge of producing the Legendary 
Army Book for the Kingdom of Equitaine, which is due 
to be released after Vermin Swarm. Now that the 
army's guidelines have been published, let's see what  
@Krokz can tell us about the process. We hope this in-
terview will be an enjoyable read that will also shed 
some light on how these LAB dynamics work – always 
an interesting process!
First of all, Krokz, thank you very much for agreeing to 
this interview. As a Dread Elves player I remember that 
the announcement of the new army guidelines was very 
exciting. I believe the new book has more than lived up to 
the hype! At the same time, I also remember the doubt 
and uncertainty many people had, myself included, while 
we all waited for the full release. With that in mind, we 
hope this interview can provide a bit of extra information 
to help allay fears, and get people excited.
Hello! As a fan and expert on human armies, I was very 
much looking forward to working on this –  even 
though I know the pressure from players will be high 
here, and unforgiving :-)
I would recommend all who are interested in KoE to 
check KoE guidelines. They are public now, and they 
give a general glimpse of the upcoming LAB [See thread 
“KoE LAB Guidelines!“ Subsection “Kingdom of Equitaine 
(KoE)“ Section “Armies” of our web forum.]
A very close friend of mine, and longtime KoE player 
(@00TnT00), once told me that KoE needed some re-
structuring or major adjustments – and not just points 
adjustments.  Would you agree with him? How would you 
characterize the state of the army at this moment (before 
the LAB)?
Let’s start with the state of the army. I see one major 
point, and that is lack of replayability. The army design 
is showing its age, and there is a big lack of options and 
variety for players in the KoE book. At the same time, 
KoE has one of the most loyal following and big love for 
what they offer. This is mostly tied to romanticism of 
medieval chivalry from a fluff point of view, and the 
Lance formation being a part of the army for decades 
from a game-play point of view.
So the best course of action is to build upon what KoE 
are currently, and not radically change everything from 
the foundations. The current slim book has ample com-
plexity space for new units and rules. This does not 
mean current units will stay untouched. Almost all ex-
isting unit choices will be either renamed or changed in 
the rules in some minor fashion.

K NIGHTS IN SHINING ARMOUR, DOWNTRODDEN PEASANTS, FAITH, 
CHIVALRY, AND MAGIC – OF COURSE WE ARE TALKING ABOUT 
THE KINGDOM OF EQUITAINE.

with Rok “Krokz“ Martinc

A successful charge of a unit of Knights of the Realm with 
the Banner of the Last Charge may be a devastating force. 

Don’t underestimate the power of Feudalism!
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Currently, one of the distinctive features of the army is 
the 5+/6+ aegis granted to all knights (no country for old 
peasants!). This is an unpopular feature for KoE oppents; 
however, according to the guidelines, these blessings will 
change to cover other elements, such as leadership or 
movement. Should we be expecting bound spells (like the 
EoS ones)? Perhaps some unit upgrades paid for in 
points? Or perhaps other mechanisms not yet revealed?
While Aegis may be hated by some (even though we 
have a full Daemon army that has Aegis by default :P), 
everyone knows a story or two about an epic KoE Aegis 
save that made the battle memorable. Epic struggles 
and fighting against all odds and occasionally succeed-
ing is exactly what heroic knights should be doing.
With KoE, we are very early into the process. We are 
still waiting for the final guidelines before we decide 
which direction we will go with the Prayers and 
Orisons, but the primary focus will always be to be as 
different to Empire of Sonnstahl as possible. 
When we think of KoE, we think of cavalry. However, we 
can see in the guidelines that avoidance, as a playing 
style, will be strongly limited. What mechanisms will be 
implemented in order to mix these two apparently con-
flicting elements? (For instance, I’m thinking high ad-
vance rate, low marching rate?)
All cavalry armies in general play the same tactic: pick a 
favorable combat while leveraging high movement, so 
we could say that all Cavalry lists are about picking 
your fights, but not all Cavalry lists are about avoidance. 
There is a fine line between these two, and we need to 
be mindful of it. For example, you can pick your fights 
by winning the chaff war, while avoiding fights involves 
fleeing and repositioning without using chaff. I could 
easily see less possibility to flee with KoE Knights or 
having penalties from doing so.
Another thing to mention is that, according to the 
guidelines, KoE must get the majority of their Victory 
Points in Close Combat. This is not avoidance play, 
where most is done with shooting and magic.
On a general note, all armies in T9A (minus maybe Syl-
van Elves) should be very limited or impossible to play 
avoidance. It is not a play style we want to promote in 
the game. So that being written in a LAB guideline is a 
standard text – a reminder for the Task Team that will 
work on any book.
Regarding the magic phase, I’m somewhat surprised to 
see Witchcraft (albeit one of my favorite magic paths) as 
an available option, especially with an almost full-cav-
alry army that is well able to take advantage of extra 
movement. How this can be explained lore-wise?
Trickster Fey. I cannot reveal more fluff at this point!

Although peasants are not the most terrible force to fight 
against, placed next to knight units, or led by a Castellan, 
they can be quite a tough nut to crack.

Knights of the Grail: one of the most iconic KoE units, and 
one of the best cavalry units in the game.
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KoE is often described as a “point n’ click” army. A suc-
cessful charge roll (with many ways to improve the odds) 
can often relegate an enemy unit to the Realm of the 
Shelf (lol). Will this still be the case? Or will new features 
be added that make the army more “grindy”? If so, how 
will you combine these changes with what is ultimately a 
human-stat army?
The army is still going to be about the Charge and first 
turn damage, it is a part of its unique flavor.
One piece of feedback we are getting is that KoE is hard 
to play for low skilled players. This is mainly due to 
Cavalry being priced for players that know how to 
leverage its high movement. Cavalry in other armies is 
priced for high skill as well, but at least those armies 
have other options than Cavalry to give players with av-
erage or low skill a chance to compete. We will first try 
to implement new rules and units into KoE that would 
allow for average player to compete instead of opting to 
dumb down existing elements. Some options are men-
tioned in the Guidelines, like Bodyguard Cavalry, actual 
competitive FLU (Few Large Units) play style, etc.
Human stats are just a base, with enough special rules 
you can make demigods, like in the case of fully buffed 
(Blessings, Augments, Wagons, Magic Weapons buffing 
units) Empire of Sonnstahl Core units.
And what about peasants? What will be their main func-
tion with their, let’s say, “limited” stat-line? Can you illu-
minate us a little bit about these downtrodden souls?
We need to find a way for them to meaningfully partici-
pate in combat without hurting the Knight’s Combat 
Score.
Peasants are in an odd position in this elite human 
army. The same is true of Barbarians in Warriors of the 
Dark Gods army. As the guidelines currently say, Army 
lists consisting mainly of Peasants and levies are possi-
ble, but not in the forefront and sub optimal. We might 
consider exploring this option for a supplement.
Finally, what about those mystical elements that also 
characterize the army? For instance, the -always irritat-
ing (lol)- Green Knight? Dread Elves just got their super-
nal Gorgon units. Can we expect new unit entries as well? 
Perhaps you have something else in mind?
Guidelines do talk about Fey and how much of the book 
can be allotted to them. I would expect a couple of new 
units in this direction.
Well, on behalf of the Ninth Scroll team, thank you for 
taking the time to speak with us today. The reader will, 
no doubt, be excited by the information in this article. I 
always love reading new background, and I’m intrigued 
by the prospect of new fey units. I wonder what they 
might be. We look forward to finding all that out when 
the Legendary Army Book is finally released. Can’t wait!

words collected by Pablo “Closer” Muñoz 

Lances, horses, shiny armour… and social inequalities. 
The keywords of an army that is not easy to play, but is a 

powerful and superb army, nonetheless. 

Some units, like Knights of 
the Quest, fight even better 
against units with Fear.

With proper positioning, 
magic buffs, and a Sacred 

Reliquary, Knights Forlorn 
can overwhelm other elite 

units.
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We've also been releasing more information onto the 
9th age forum about more of the factions – over the last 
few weeks, the initial versions of the Patrols for the 
Empire of Sonnstahl, Orcs & Goblins, Kingdom of Equi-
taine, and Dwarven Holds have all been added, so there 
are a lot more matchups to play now, with all of the 
Fantasy Battle factions on the way eventually, as you'd 
expect.

Let Battles
Commence!
Despite the limitations on “physical” tabletop gaming 
for many of us right now, some players like “mclizard” 
and “SanderdeGrote” have been able to playtest, and 
write great battle reports for their games of T9A EoW 
with real miniatures, which has been really heart-
warming to see. As well as playing, by far, the most digi-
tal battles, Robert "RHWorldbuilding" Hunter has even 
played some 'solo' playtest games on a real tabletop, 
and he is easily the star playtester for Essence of War 
overall so far!
Many other players have also been able to playtest and 
report from their online EoW games using both Table-
top Simulator and Universal Battle 2. The Veil of the 
Ages twitch channel (https://www.twitch.tv/
veiloftheages/) has been livestreaming many of these 
games – hosted by Francesco "piteglio" Cangemi, who is 
the writer of the mod to play EoW from within Tabletop 
Simulator. Some players, like myself, have even tried 
their hand at video battle reports on YouTube too 
(https://www.youtube.com/agoners), using screen-
shots to report after the games are completed. 
If you're already playing games of EoW – we'd love to 
hear about it on the forum, and if you'd like to get in-
volved in the playing & playtesting effort, feel free to 
jump in. There's even an offer on the forum for a free 
Tabletop Simulator key for anyone new to TTS who 
would like to give it a try.

E SSENCE OF WAR HAS BEEN UNDERGOING A LOT OF PLAYTESTING 
SINCE WE INTRODUCED YOU TO THE SYSTEM IN THE LAST ISSUE 
OF THE 9TH SCROLL.

by Rik “Remy77077” Newman
aka: Agoners
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Stock Image Models
As well as some of the lovely full Patrol shots seen last 
issue, we've started up a new “Workbench” thread on 
the forum too for new (or old!) players to post their 
progress on collecting, modelling and painting their 
Essence of War Patrols (we'll get to bigger EoW forces 
later as we release more of the rules), and to help in-
spire each other. 
“Hexed”has a perfect canvas to start from with their 
Warriors of the Dark Gods patrol all constructed and on 
magnetised bases and ready to be painted.
“LordNelson”posted some work-in-progress Dwarves 
in 10mm scale that don't need much more to do to fin-
ish the whole Patrol off. He's busy enough though, as he 
also has some regular 28mm Undying Dynasties to 
work on.
As well as finishing off my first full Patrol too – Orcs and 
Goblins, I've been rummaging through my ancient 
miniatures collection to see if I can breathe some new 
life into old, unused miniatures, and put together more 
units for EoW.
We'd love to see what more folks from the T9A commu-
nity have too, whether it's nice, photographic shots of 
your existing models to represent an Essence of War 
Patrol, or new units you're collecting – jump in and 
show us what you've got, and what you're up to!

Ogre Khans vs Dwarven Holds battle by “mclizard“.

TableTop Simulator screenshot.

[Editor's note: some mischievous goblin ran off with 
the images for this article. We caught him in the 
Cravenlands article, and he dropped the loot and ran. 
Sadly, we didn't have time to return them all before we 
had to publish, but you can still see them in that 
article.]
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O FTENTIMES IN OUR 
HOBBY, AND HECK 
LIFE IN GENERAL, 
IT’S ALL TOO EASY TO 

GET CAUGHT UP IN NEGATIVITY.
Zachary “lawgnome” Walker 

It is mentioned elsewhere in this issue, and it’s impossible 
to escape, that it has been a rough year for all of us. With 
that in mind, we have zeroed in on a lovely story posted 
in the forums, in a thread about positivity. Coming from 
our very own @lawgnome, head of legal, it’s sure to 
bring a smile to your face, and remind us all what this 
hobby is really all about. Here is an expanded version, 
along with some photographs of one of the best armies I 
have ever seen – not because it was painted or sculpted 
by some artist in her prime, but because of what it repre-
sents: pure joy and enthusiasm.
Words collected by Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale:

Starting in a new home
Back in 2012, my wife and I were fairly newly married 
(August 2012) and fairly new to Colorado. We had 
moved here for the job I was starting, and had left be-
hind all of the friends we had made over a decade in 
Minnesota. My wife was looking for work, and my job, 
while in my field, did not pay super well. We were 
broke, and we did not have much in the way of friends 
in the area.
An old friend of mine was working in the area (at the 
same company my wife eventually got a job at). My wife 
and I were invited to a party thrown by this old friend, 
and at that party, I was introduced to two people - the 
husband of one of my friend’s coworkers, and the friend 
that he had brought along from school (they were both 
graduate students at the Colorado School of Mines - math 
geeks). We discussed a variety of things at that party, one 
of which was their interest in Warhammer. I had never 
played Warhammer before. I had never seen it before, to 
be honest. But they were so enthusiastic about it that I 
could not help but get enthusiastic myself.
So, one thing led to another, and I got invited along the 
next time they went to play. And of course I went: when 
you have no friends in an area as an adult, you latch on 
to the first positive social interaction and see what hap-
pens. I watched them play, asked questions, and was 
generally encouraged to make my own army. So I did 
some research, and picked the most cost effective army 
I could: Ogre Kingdoms. I had gotten some money from 
my grandmother for Easter, and used that to buy an 
ogre battalion box, the book, and some supplies for 
building, painting, and converting.

The two taurosaurs were made with triceratops from two 
different manufacturers (the blue one is definitely the 
better quality) purchased from two different FLGS. The 
Salamanders were part of the same pack of dinosaurs as 
the temple guard, saurian warriors, etc.
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I spent weeks putting together that battalion box. If you 
have seen my lawyer ogres, you can see the effort I put 
into them. I loved making those ogres, and love them to 
this day. But even with conversions for characters, there 
are only so many points available in the battalion box, 
and only so much you can do list-wise. I literally could 
not afford to build them any faster than I was. I only had 
so many models, and as soon as they were built, the joy 
of the hobby was done. So I played with what I had, and 
used paper cutouts to fill in for what I didn’t. It worked, 
but squares of paper with Hello Kitty drawn on them 
are a lousy substitute for actually having something - 
anything, really - on the table.
The FLGS that we played at was definitely friendly to us. 
We were the only ones in the area that played WHFB. 
Everyone else played 40k. When the 8th ed. books 
dropped for Dark Elves and Lizardmen, the FLGS gave 
me one each of their unsold copies of the 7th ed. books, 
figuring that I might find them interesting (and thus 
more likely to buy a box of models).
And I did find them interesting. I thought both books 
looked like a lot of fun to play, and I really liked the sto-
ries and characterization of the lizardmen (dark elves 
had some plot issues that I had a hard time dealing with). 
But there was no way I could afford to start a new army. 
Again, we were broke. Still, the books made me happy, 
and that was something I shared with my wife.
My wife is an amazing person. For my birthday that 
year, she gave me a wonderful gift: a $20 bag of as-
sorted plastic dinosaurs. When I looked at her with 
confusion in my eyes, she said, “You looked so excited 
about that book, so I figured you could use these to 
make an army to play with.”
The very next day, I started building my army. I made 
the bases by hand, molded the helmets for the temple 
guard, built the palanquin for the slann, built things like 
the standard bearer, built the movement trays, etc. I 
spent weeks going between different toy stores and 
hobby stores searching for good additions to the army. 
And while it was inexpensive by necessity, it was a la-
bor of love. I was able to field a bigger variety of army 
lists, and have fun with my friends (one of whom I now 
consider my best friend).
Nowadays, I am no longer broke. I could certainly afford 
to build a new SA army out of more traditional models. 
But I never will. That army, as ridiculous as it looks, 
means more to me than words can describe. It was in-
strumental in helping foster my love of this game, it 
helped build friendships that have endured for years, 
and it came from a place of love and understanding 
from someone who loves me very much. That is why my 
avatar is always a dinosaur - while I love my ogres, it is 
my SA army that really led me to where I am now.

Necessity is the 
mother of invention

The pterodons, spikebacks, and raptor riders (one of 
which occasionally doubles as a BSB cowboy) were all 

from the same dinosaur pack as the TG, etc. The snakes 
were from a party pack of plastic snakes. The stygiosaur/

carnosaur was a seriously goofy looking find from the 
local FLGS - it was too silly not to want him.

The Temple Guard were made using a party pack of 
miniature dinosaurs purchased off of Amazon. The 

helmets were handcrafted using Milliput. The Cuatl was 
made using a frog toy (with some plastic accessories 

glued to him) and a handcrafted palanquin made with 
sheet styrene and milliput.

This was a later creation. I had been gifted a box of GW 
raptor riders, so I took one of the riders and put him on an 

allosaurus purchased from Toys-R-Us (RIP) to make a 
surprisingly good Carnosaur.
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T HE CRAVENLANDS IS THE NEW 9TH AGE FORUM 'ESCALATION 
CAMPAIGN' THAT EVERYONE CAN JOIN IN AND GET INVOLVED 
WITH...

For all the Liberal Magics training we received at 
the Mage College in Aschau,
we were never allowed to study how to conjure the 
spirits scattered beyond the Veil.
Yet, we meet today in this cellar to attempt the im-
possible. 
We summon the power of hundreds, thousands of 
souls scattered across the ether.
"Spirits who hear this call: We invoke you!
Lend us a single stroke of your sword, brush, pencil 
or pen.
Our means are limited, but with your might we 
shall spread our word in far lands.
Children, strangers, and veterans from other bat-
tles will know our name.
Spirits who hear this call: We invoke you!
Lend us a single stroke of your sword, brush, pencil 
or pen."

Re-enactment of the Last Invocation,
read at the trial of the so-called

Conclave of Renegade Conjurers
(a.k.a. “Mercenary Armies”,

“RHWorldbuilding” and “Grouchy Badger”) 

We are surprised to see that the Conclave of Rene-
gade Conjurers received support, shielding and 
guidance from the Grey Eminences, a group of (pre-
viously) distinguished Faculty members of the As-
chau Mage College.
The Renegades had a vicious plan: use dark magic 
to harness the power of a Community of spirits 
from the most remote corners of the world, and be-
yond.
We can only speculate about their true intentions. 
They maintain that their aims were noble - to 
spread the word of Sunna, to make it more accessi-
ble to the masses, and to provide hope and solace 
to the dwellers of the Empire.
Still, the methods they chose are not canonical. This 
is reason enough to require further inquisition of 
the activity of the Grey Eminences at the Mage Col-
lege, who shielded the Renegades' activities in the 
Cravenlands.

Disciplinary Commission briefing on
the Incident of the Grey Eminences

(a.k.a. “piteglio”, “Mattyp” and “Nerocrossius”

words and pictures collected by
Rik “Remy77077” Newman

The campaign has background story text written by the or-
ganisers, as well as artwork, a  map, and even battle re-
ports, tactica and other things to come, and is also 
interactive with the community – so to move the campaign 
forward, forum users have to get involved and meet the 
challenges posted as a collective group. So far, there have 
been requests such as posting photos of painted models or 
units, pledging models to be painted for the campaign, in-
venting your own background lore... and I imagine it is go-
ing to expand to even more things in the future.
It's been really fun to follow along, so I highly recommend 
it. The forum section is here:
https://www.the-ninth-age.com/community/index.php?
board/753-the-cravenlands/
And, as well as the main 'interactive' thread, there are also 
summary threads where all the main details to date are 
collated, so it's easier for someone who hasn’t followed the 
campaign since the start to quickly read those summary 
threads and catch up.
I am sure that the campaign will have progressed further 
by the time the 9th Scroll is published, but here's the story 
so far at the time of writing for this issue of the 9th Scroll:
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Campari's
Introductory Letter 
to the Cravenlands 
Map 

Dear Maximilian,
Complications have arisen; please excuse me if I 
cannot meet you in person as scheduled. My pres-
ence is still required here at the Forolus - I cannot 
let my assistants chart these dangerous tunnels 
without my guidance. Plus, since you wrote that 
"time is of the essence", I preferred having this 
notebook delivered to you via my fastest rider. Do 
not worry - Joerg can be trusted.
Under normal circumstances, I would have crafted 
a richer map, worthy of the most refined imperial 
scholars. I understand, however, that you are 
pressed for time, so I refrained from adding embel-
lishments and anecdotes. I kept the map and the 
accompanying descriptions to the bare minimum. 
My hope is that even an officer from a big city will 
be able to form a first idea of the geography and 
the people of the Cravenlands.
The other details of this complicated area will have 
to be discovered in person.
May your courage never waver,

C.C.C.

The Cravenlands location in the vetian continent.

Cravenlands map by Josi “Mercenary Armies”Brandi.

Empire of Sonnstahl Patrol by “Villon”.

Zombies by “Mad’At“.
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To Lukas Jager,
High Marshal of the 
Southern Regions
Dear Sir,
The position of our Imperial forces in the Cravenlands 
grows more dire by the day. By now my earlier dis-
patches concerning the suspicious death of our expedi-
tion’s leader, Marshal Gerard Richter, have reached you. 
However the resistance to our presence from the more, 
zealous, portion of the local population has made it 
nearly impossible to continue operating in the region 
without immediate reinforcements. Forgive my hand’s 
agitation as I write this. Allow me to regain my compo-
sure and explain more fully.
Even upon our arrival months ago, the locals were 
mainly resistant to outside influence. Many were suspi-
ciously disapproving, at best, of our overstepping the 
borders of the Empire. The political skills of our late 
Marshal Richter, however, were enough to keep the lo-
cal power brokers from allowing any overt affront to 
Imperial dignity. At the same time, in setting up our op-
eration here, the Marshal facilitated the creation of an 
intelligence network and found some “friends” all the 
same in Dusktown’s seedier establishments. Friends 
willing to accept the Emperor Matthias’s coin – if not 
his authority – in exchange for information.
Unfortunately, in recent weeks our supply of Imperial 
coin has dwindled to an alarming level. The contrast in 
training between the Mage College I attended in Aschau 
and the Imperial War Academy has never been so ap-
parent as now. I find myself without the skills needed to 
run an expedition of this size, and managing the pa-
trol’s purse has proved more difficult than I imagined. I 
have had to resort to the use of my Alchemical training 
to make up the deficit. An unworthy application of the 
Great Work, but a necessary one in such circumstances. 
Our supply of lead for the handguns is still ample, even 
after I transmuted some third of it into copper. To the 
peasants and townsfolk of the Cravenlands, an ingot of 
copper will go nearly as far over time as a gold coin. Ad-
vantageous for us, as I had not the reagents needed to 
coax gold from the gross matter of lowly lead.
As with any good intelligence gathering system, Mar-
shal Richter ordered our agents to the taverns of Dusk-
town. Their assignment at first was only to acquire 
innocent, general information about the town, its go-
ings on, and important figures. The depth to which 
their questions probed would escalate over time, but in 
this dark, dank land, even innocent inquiries quickly 
uncovered some ominous activity.
According to the more garrulous drunkards of Dusk-
town’s decayed watering holes, the Cravenlands has 

Cavalry by “Remy77077”.

Cavalry by “Idum”.

Cavalry by “EHWorldbuilding”.
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long been a place where a strong faith for the Church of 
Sunna occasionally turns the corner into fanaticism.
Occasionally, gangs of flagellants roam the streets, and 
shout accusations into the faces of the “weak of faith”. 
Weak for their meek acceptance of the plagues that rav-
aged Dusktown regularly. But even more disturbing is 
the maniacal way they scream into the staring eyes of 
the already dead, still reproaching them in the name of 
Sunna’s Fire, of which they had too little. The average 
inhabitant was less fanatical in their devotion. But on 
holy days or during festivals this didn’t stop mobs of 
zealous townsfolk celebrating their faith with an enthu-
siasm bordering on mania. Righteous piety boiled over 
into public chaos in the form of drunken revelry and 
destruction of property. The City Council never had 
much to say, defending the right of citizens to practice 
their religion as they saw fit.
The lad the Marshal selected to lead the intelligence 
gathering team was one of the Light Infantry Handgun-
ners in our detachment. It was on the trip to our cur-
rent assignment in the Cravenlands, well before we 
arrived, that I knew he was right for the job. A passable 
marksman, but he was the greatest talker I had ever 
seen. Not eloquent, for he was as lowborn as any sol-
dier could be. But with his charismatic disposition he 
was a natural at making people comfortable as they 
shared everything about themselves. At the evening 
campfires, he would weave a tapestry of conversation, 
making sure every man in the troop contributed a 
thread. My advice to Marshal Richter: put this young 
man in a tavern and he will know all the goings on of 
the town within an hour. With a little extra guidance 
from the Marshal on the nuances of leadership, the 
young Handgunner was ready to take charge of a hand-
ful of our men working within Dusktown.
But I digress. I shall return to what this young man was 
able to glean from the locals.
The regional customs, in their veneration of Sunna, are 
certainly passionate. They traditionally fell only slightly 
outside the norm. Only recently have the more secular 
locals become uneasy about the actions of the church 
and its growing control in the area.
Our tavern intelligence agents recalled one ancient tip-
ster with a streak of the poetic who told them the story 
of the dark day when Inquisitors, acting under the au-
thority of the Church, began making unannounced vis-
its to the homes of those suspected of heresy against 
Sunna’s faith.
In the Cravenlands, the Church of Sunna’s Inquisitors 
were a division of the church that usually fell under the 
leadership of a younger, subordinate Prelate. Stationed 
in Dusktown, its role was mainly to enforce the will of 
Head Prelate Elias Glaube in the surrounding lands. 
About a year ago, a new Prelate arrived at Dusktown. 
His name was Heinrich von Totenhammer, and his skill 
for seeking out and dispatching heretics quickly earned 

Kingdom of Equitaine Patrol by “Caledoriv”.

Kingdom of Equitaine Patrol by “kansao”.

Orcs and Goblins patrol by “Remy77077”.
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him the leadership of the Inquisitors division.
It was only after this “Day of the Inquisitors” - as it 
quickly became known - that the public faces of the 
church changed suddenly.
Nobody knew exactly what happened to the Elderly 
Prelate Glaube and his long standing council of advi-
sors. On the evening after the Inquisitors rampage, 
Prelate von Totenhammer addressed the shaken public 
in front of the Cathedral, standing exactly where old 
Glaube would have. However, this speech took on a 
threatening air before Totenhammer even spoke his 
first words. While old Glaube wore his clerical vest-
ments when he addressed an audience, Heinrich von 
Totenhammer strode out to the tensely expectant 
crowd in full plate armour. In one hand he carried a 
worn, but ornate copy of a Holy Book. And in the other 
he carried a massive battle hammer.
He told the expectant crowd that the old Prelate and his 
advisors had fled the Cravenlands. The diabolical 
Glaube had been working with the servants of the Dark 
Gods for years. Totenhammer explained that this was 
exactly why his Inquisitors - despite their superior faith 
and valour - had not yet been able to rid the country-
side of all its heretics, because the decay had been 
spreading from Dusktown all along. The details of his 
insights were not important, but he had been building a 
case against Glaube since his arrival in Dusktown, and 
had been nearly ready to make his final move. The tur-
moil experienced today was to be the culmination of his 
plan. The heretics of Dusktown had been purged from 
this plane. But the ancient traitor had found out Toten-
hammer’s plans at the last minute, and before the In-
quisitors could execute their glorious crusade, he had 
escaped.
That old drunk became one of our favourite sources. 
His information proved most times to be both accurate 
and useful, despite the rate at which he imbibed.
In the days following the departure of Glaube, Von 
Totenhammer slowly took over the town. The inquisi-
tions and abductions continued, despite his statement 
that heresy had been completely purged from Dusk-
town. He began to urge the citizens themselves to 
watch their neighbours and fellow townsfolk for signs 
of the Dark Gods’ influence. Accusations would be 
made in private, directly to his Inquisitors.
In this way, Von Totenhammer turned all the citizens of 
Dusktown against each other. The constant suspicion 
and fear of one another positioned the church, and 
Totenhammer by association, as the only trustworthy 
entity they could turn to for leadership as well as infor-
mation. He repeatedly preached to the public that only 
his holy inquisition could return their homeland to 
safety. Only a purge of the Dark Gods’ influence from 
the region could return Sunna’s favour. In their fear and 
ignorance, the people have flocked to his feet.
Over time, an even more disturbing trend emerged in 

Runesmith by “Echunia”.

Runesmith by “Ironclad”.

Runesmiths by “Benny”.
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Von Totenhammer’s public speeches. He began, subtly 
at first, to refer to the Empire in the same sentences as 
the Dark Gods and their followers. Before this, when 
Marshal Richter or I entered the town to meet with the 
City Council, we were largely ignored by the populace, 
but at least we were not unwelcome. This indifference 
quickly turned to suspicion, if not outright contempt, as 
Totenhammer twisted the minds of his followers.
Eventually the Marshal was forced to issue orders pro-
hibiting the men from entering Dusktown. This applied 
to all but the few who had been gathering information, 
whose contacts in the sleazy taprooms of the town 
were at least as unpopular with the City Council and 
the Church as were our own troops. When entering 
Dusktown was absolutely necessary - to replenish our 
supplies of food, steel, clothing, or to seek repairs for 
our equipment - we did so in force. At least one com-
plete unit from our contingent must be involved in or-
der for me to allow a foray directly into the reach of our 
increasingly obvious enemy. But despite the dangers, 
one such excursion for supplies inadvertently intro-
duced us to another very useful contact.
One morning, Marshal Richter assembled the majority 
of the patrol, save for our camp sentries, himself, and 
the Electoral Cavalry, for a trip into Dusktown. A few of 
our handgunners weapons were in need of repairs be-
yond our capabilities in camp. Our intelligence net-
work, in the course of their work, had heard tell of a 
Dwarven weaponsmith who worked in town, and spe-
cialized in missile weapons. The problem was that his 
shop sat within direct view of the Cathedral of Sunna, 
the very seat of Von Totenhammer’s power.
I decided to accompany the troops into town, just in 
case they encountered any trouble. It was a tense 
march through the streets of Dusktown towards the 
Cathedral district. We received glares of pure ire from 
many of the townsfolk we encountered, and not a few 
insults were shouted our way. Fortunately, however, the 
discipline and dignity of an Imperial soldier is far above 
reacting to such childish antagonism, and there was no 
actual altercation.
Upon entering the weaponsmith’s shop, with the cap-
tain of the Light Infantry and our intelligence expert, I 
encountered the artisan himself. In my experience, he 
was a fairly average looking Dwarf with a great volumi-
nous red beard, and long braids of the same colour tied 
behind his head. We introduced ourselves as the men 
carried in the crate of handguns we had brought for re-
pairs. He told us to give him a week, and he would eas-
ily have the repairs finished. He further guaranteed that 
they would be in better working order than they had 
been when they were fresh off the bench of the Human 
who built them. I knew full well the skills needed to be 
a smith in a Dwarven Hold. Therefore, I decided not to 
take offence, and paid his fee with Imperial gold coins. 
He seemed unimpressed, but took them all the same. 

Cultists by “Masterwired”.

Handgunners by “Lord Nelson”.

Imperial guards by “adaephon delat”.
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As we were leaving, almost as an afterthought, I asked 
him what had brought him down from Nurak Derom. 
He gave me a momentary look as sharp as a Hold 
forged axe, but he turned it into a forced smile just as 
fast. “Human gold is just as good as Dwarven.” He said 
with a shrug, adding “But not a one of ye towering fools 
can make a lead ball fly decent straight. So I’ll keep tak-
ing yer coin until you do.” I felt there was more to his 
tale, but the wrath in that brief glance convinced me 
not to push the issue further. We left his shop, with 
promises to return in a week, and began our uneasy 
march back out of Dusktown to our camp.
It was shortly after our visit to the Dwarven weapon-
smith that Marshal Richter suddenly took ill. On our 
journey to the Cravenlands, and since our arrival, I had 
spent a great deal of time with the Marshal. At age 58, 
he was not a particularly young man, but I never heard 
him complain of even a headache. Seldom have I seen a 
healthier individual as Richter in the early months of 
our expedition. So when one day he slowly developed a 
rasping cough over an evening, I was surprised, but not 
concerned. The next night he was completely mad with 
fever dreams, screaming and shouting nonsense 
through the night. By the time the sun rose in the morn-
ing, Gerard Richter, Marshal of the Army of the Empire 
of Sonnstahl, was dead. The turn was so sudden, I had 
not the time to develop any sort of diagnosis, let alone 
treatment. Though admittedly, my experience in heal-
ing magics is limited.
It was the suddenness itself of our leader’s death that 
made me suspicious. I knew of no disease that could 
have torn through so robust a man in so short a time 
without affecting anyone else in our camp. But at the 
same time, in the whole of the Cravenlands there was 
no laboratory sufficiently equipped to determine if the 
Marshal had been poisoned. Nearly all our food sup-
plies came from Dusktown and the surrounding mea-
ger farms. Marshal Richter did indeed order some 
items specifically for himself, but my examination of his 
personal stores could gather no information. Even in 
my grief at the death of this great man, I had not the in-
quisitive drive to test any of them myself.
So you see sir, as Von Totenhammer’s influence in 
Dusktown, and in the surrounding Cravenlands grows, 
so does the hate for the Empire. I admit, the draw of the 
man eludes me. I cannot fathom how he has manipu-
lated these practical folk into such keen compliance in 
such a short time. Some part of me wishes he had only 
chosen the Imperial word to proselytize. But, a man like 
Totenhammer is motivated only by power. He would be 
equally as cancerous within the Empire as he has been 
here.
And I regret to inform you that it does get worse. Let 
me continue. The City Council of Dusktown jealously 
guard their influence over the region. While they had 
always been nominally cooperative with our presence, I 

Ogre Khan vs Dwarven Holds by “RHWorldBuilding”.
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could tell they were disinterested with my every at-
tempt to forge a working relationship between them 
and myself as ranking representative of the Empire. In 
their eyes, such a small force as mine was barely 
enough to assist them, let alone threaten them. I would 
have disagreed, knowing the fortitude of an Imperial 
soldier, but we could at least be cordial and courteous 
in our meetings.
After the Day of Inquisitors, however, the council’s be-
haviour became more than indifferent. The pattern of 
delayed responses to communications, the long waits 
for an audience with a council member, the pandering 
yet lifeless excuses, all betrayed their distaste.
I could not but suspect the governing body of trying to 
keep us stymied and frustrated at every opportunity. 
Smiling and wasting our time in politics while more 
sinister forces plotted in the shadowed basements of 
Dusktown’s rotting buildings.
Information came from my agents in town indicating 
that the shabby and disreputable element of Dusktown 
had little fear for the Inquisitors. So far, our agents told 
us, almost none of the raids had been aimed at Dusk-
town’s most debauched districts. Even the outright 
criminals had largely been left alone. It was the wealthy 
and influential who had been targeted. And then, only 
those resistant to the Church, or friendly to the Empire. 
The prominent citizens possessed of a pro-Church atti-
tude - many of whom sat conveniently on the City 
Council - were of course left alone.
We recognized the implications immediately. But de-
spite their sympathy, which allowed the Inquisitors to 
do their work in Dusktown, the City Council had no 
overt cooperation with the church in any of it. Provided 
general order was preserved, the Council would not 
have reason to interfere. The anxiety of the people often 
overstepped general order, but Dusktown is not known 
for its efficient law enforcement. I left with only a suspi-
cion that the Council was in the pocket of the Church 
and of Prelate Von Totenhammer.
The truest indicator of this duplicity was the incident 
that occurred at what was the village of Goatlunch.
I was roused from my bed in the midnight hour by a 
panting sentry. He had sprinted from the edge of the 
camp with a message, brought to us by a rider from the 
village via the Militia House at Dusktown. Members of 
said Militia would also be marching to Goatlunch, mak-
ing it a welcome cooperative venture in my eyes.
The citizens of Goatlunch had long been wary of the 
darkness of the nearby Hungrywood. The sounds that 
came from its dense underbrush after the sun went 
down were enough to haunt the stoutest of men. But in 
the last week the night noises had grown even more 
sinister. Louder. Closer. Calls and responses from 
dozens of throats changed superstition to certainty that 
swift bestial death lay unseen just behind the first line 
of shadows. The inhabitants’ decision to remove them-
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selves from proximity to this chilling threat came too 
late, however.
We had fully expected to overtake the undisciplined 
Dusktown patrol en route; especially as I had sent the 
Electoral Cavalry – the handful that had been put under 
my command – on ahead of the rest of the detachment. 
A good reconnaissance of the situation at Goatlunch 
would allow me to best coordinate with the Dusktown 
Patrol, and direct my men as soon as we arrived. But as 
dawn was just breaking, we reached the site of the Vil-
lage of Goatlunch without seeing any sign of them. 
Though it would be more accurate to say the former 
site of the Village, for our patrol could see the glow of 
the fading flames even as we passed the turnoff to 
Poorharvest. Once the sun began to shed the first hints 
of its light over the eastern mountains, it fully revealed 
the charred remains of Goatlunch, and furthermore, a 
massive plume of smoke that rose high in the air, and 
nearly traversed the entire valley before thinning. If it 
had been daylight, we would have seen the smoke from 
our own camp.
Upon arrival, the Cavalry had quickly realized there was 
little that the five of them could do for the smouldering 
village. Instead they circled the great funeral pyre to 
search for any signs of remaining Beasts. Though the 
path from the Hungrywood to the village was trampled 
with terrible hoof prints, and littered with loot the ban-
dits had mishandled, there was no sign of anything liv-
ing – man nor beast – as far into the wood as the riders 
dared look. As quickly as they had descended on 
Goatlunch, they had retreated with their pillage into the 
deep, dark woods. There, it was said, they would con-
gregate with other raiding bands at one of the great 
stone idols dotting the forest, and celebrate their tri-
umphs in bestial revelry.
As the Electoral Cavalry returned from their investiga-
tive mission, filthy, sodden survivors began to emerge 
from the surrounding fields. They all shouted me at 
once, describing what had befallen their fellow vil-
lagers in a cacophony of tearful rage and terror. Over-
whelmed by how little I could discern from so many 
words, I shot a fireball into the sky in frustration to 
quiet them. When I inquired to the nearest of them, an 
old woman, about the Dusktown Militia, I encountered 
only more silence. The flames flared inside my chest 
once again, but this time not for a spell. Her wrinkled 
and grief torn face communicated all too eloquently 
what her addled, village intellect could not express. The 
Militia had not been ahead of us, and they definitely 
weren’t behind us either. The City Council had never or-
dered them dispatched at all. They allowed us to take 
on the burden of any rescue attempt, and of finding a 
place for the survivors. Leaving behind a handful of my 
Infantrymen to coordinate the organization and trans-
portation of the refugees, I returned with the rest of the 
patrol to our encampment in the ever present damp.
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That night, I crawled into my bed as soon as the night 
watch began, hoping to regain my strength after the 
day’s ordeal.
But to no avail.
I was woken again, but this time to even more jarring 
stimuli. The steel clashings and mortal shouts of a bat-
tle were coming from all around me! What could this 
be? Goblins, Beasts, Orcs? I threw on my robes and 
burst from my pavilion, ready to unleash the swirling 
masses of flame I had conjured in either hand. To my 
dismay, I saw my men involved in bitter combat. But 
from where I stood, the enemy was still unknown to 
me. I rushed to the line, hurling my searing missiles at 
the invaders I saw coming into the light of our perime-
ter torches.
These creatures seemed to be animated by the Dark-
ness itself given the violence with which they flung 
themselves at my force’s stalwart line. Humanoid, that 
much was clear, but there seemed to be no fear of death 
or injury in our foe, only a desire to kill. The torches 
flickered in their frenzied faces, and something about 
them was chilling in its familiarity. I gasped, and in my 
shock I nearly fumbled a fireball from my hand.
They were men!
I launched one more blast of searing power from a 
hand swung high over my head, aimed at an imposing 
shadow lumbering into visibility. Just before it took off 
his head, in the fireball’s light I saw clearly the look of 
fanatical madness in his eyes. But they were indeed hu-
man eyes.
I reassured my patrol at the top of my lungs that our 
foes were mere mortal men, and to hold the line for the 
Emperor and for Sunna. This generated enraged shouts 
and a redoubling of fury from our attackers, but the 
men held firm. Silently, I thanked Marshal Richter, 
wherever he was, for correctly analysing the potential 
for danger in the Cravenlands. Before even leaving, he 
had insisted that the expedition include a unit of Impe-
rial Guard. Iron discipline alone would sustain us 
against this pandemoniac assault, and the Guard were 
the embodiment of Imperial discipline.
I then stepped back a few paces from the fray, closed 
my eyes and concentrated. I felt the familiar heat rise 
up my spine and in my stomach, up into my chest, fork-
ing as it reached my heart and surging down my arms 
and into my hands. I held it all in for a few moments, 
letting only tiny sparks and little wisps of a flame 
flicker around my fingers while the true intensity built 
up in my will itself. I concentrated on my men, fighting 
so hard against this maddened adversary. I concen-
trated on helping them use their own strengths to save 
us from the onslaught. As I held one final deep breath in 
I spread my arms out wide. Then, in an instant, I re-
leased my breath and shot my arms straight up and 
screamed a scream of pure will. Fire erupted from my 
hands as from a stoked dwarven great forge, and in the 

same moment, the sword of each brave man on the line 
ignited too. Cheers erupted from my men, much as had 
the flames from their swords, and they pushed forward 
with a renewed resolve.
It was clear that the enemy was unprepared for this. 
Within seconds, the ferocious assault had lost some of 
its intensity and purpose. Even the fanaticism in the 
eyes of the attackers had begun to blend with a hint of 
hesitation when the swords lit up. In those moments of 
hesitation an Imperial Guardsmen would lunge for-
ward from our line, and deftly thrust his sword into 
whatever opening the untrained savage had left. After a 
few more of these performances, the enemy seemed to 
see that they had lost the momentum of the engage-
ment. The relentless grind of Imperial tactics had won 
the day, and with a few panicked shouts, they broke off 
their attack and fled to the West. In the direction of 
Dusktown.
While the enemy dead lay in charred heaps around the 
outside of our camp, we had suffered casualties of our 
own. Three men lay dead, and several more were in-
jured to varying degrees. While most of the uninjured 
began tending to their less fortunate comrades, I took a 
few trusted individuals and began inspecting the bod-
ies of our fallen enemies. It didn’t take long to discover 
what I had feared deep down as soon as I saw our at-
tackers were human. They all wore the drearily 
coloured clothes, or the dun brown jacket that is so in-
dicative of the local population. I had the men search 
over every corpse the enemy left behind for some sign 
of what we had just battled. They found only the same 
crazed, twisted faces and staring eyes we had looked 
into during the fight.
I held out hope as I approached the last body to be ex-
amined. It was the madman whose head I had removed 
with one of my fireball spells. Even with nothing left 
above the neck, I remembered his terrible eyes with a 
shiver. Not a single clue to the source of the attack could 
be gathered. The madmen were clearly local, and they 
had fled towards the town, but their motivations still 
eluded me. Sunnists? Dark God Heretics? Cultists of the 
Daemonic Legions? Equitainian sympathizers? The 
worst conclusion was that in our present situation, so 
remote from Imperial aid, our exact adversaries mat-
tered little.
That brings us to today, Sir. As I write this letter I have 
my men doing their best to clear up the dead as well as 
to fortify the area around the camp against further at-
tacks. However, I fear it will do little good. I dare not tell 
the men the truth, but we cannot withstand repeated 
attacks of the ferocity which we saw last night. Please, 
sir. Send whatever help you can, as quickly as possible.

Maximilian Feuerbach
Pyromancer of the Imperial Army

(Lore piece written by
Robert “RHWorldBuilding” Hunter)
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The Cravenlands
An inhospitable region located on the rocky slopes of 
the White Mountains, inhabited mainly by humans and 
dwarf settlers from Nurak Derom. It is also considered 
by many as a perfect place to hide from the civilized 
world, an ideal destination for the outcasts of society, 
the fugitives, and the wicked of all kinds.
The region is enclosed between the two branches of the 
Volsk River. To the south lies the dwarven stronghold of 
Nurak Derom, to the north-west the Sonnstahl Empire, 
and to east Volskaya. The hills of this region are barren, 
and infested with goblins. whilst the forests are dark 
and dangerous places. The weather is cold and humid, 
even during the summer, and the people lead miserable 
lives.
The territory is outside the effective jurisdiction of Em-
peror Matthias, and the city council of Dusktown, that 
apparently governs the entire region, is only a puppet 
in the hands of the Sunna Church, and the new Bishop 
of Cravenlands, Heinrich Von Totenhammer.

Excerpt from Cagliostro C. Campari's
"Guide to the Cravenlands"

From the Diary of 
Maximilian
Feuerbach

Pyromancer of the Imperial Military
(Written in a tremulous hand)

I write this as the patrol prepares for battle...
It has been only three days since the death of our 
beloved Marshal Richter, and I may have doomed 
our expedition already.
The morale of the men was shaken to the core after 
the Marshal’s passing. Their respect for me as sec-
ond in command did not equal the loyalty they had 
for their departed leader, but they followed orders 
all the same. However, if we were to be attacked 
outright by the same sinister forces that had poi-
soned Richter, I feared my own command abilities 
would not be enough to lead a grieving patrol to 
victory.
An opportunity for aid presented itself when our 
scouts reported an Equitanian patrol passing 
through the region. It consisted of two handfuls of 
knights, and some attendant bowmen, led by a 
woman who appeared to be of noble birth. From 
this description, I determined that they must be in 
the Cravenlands on some sort of quest. This gave 
me an idea.

My plan hinged on appealing to the Equitanian 
chivalric drive. If their quest could stand a short de-
lay, an alliance between our two small forces 
would bring them glory for helping us in a time of 
great need. This very morning I said as much to the 
noble woman leading the questing party. When 
their path towards the south had led them closest 
to our encampment, I rode out to meet them with 
the Electoral cavalry at my side. The lady broke 
away from the column with two knights in tow, and 
reigned in close to us.
I was hopeful as we made introductions, and I 
made my request. Our combined strength would 
never conquer the Cravenlands, but it might keep 
the enemy from attacking while we continued to 
regroup.
My hopes for temporary reinforcements were 
dashed, however. The response of the lady to my re-
quest for aid was anything but chivalrous. Instead, 
she smirked, and said she would rather claim the 
glory of defeating us in battle.
I was utterly shocked, and for a moment, speech-
less. The lady could tell. She raised her chin haugh-
tily, and said they would be back at midday to 
destroy us. Then she wheeled her horse, and I could 
hear her laughing as she rode back to the column 
with her knights at her heels.
I had never expected this outcome from our parley. 
Our forces were of relatively equal size and 
strength; what benefit could they gain from attack-
ing us? Were Marshal Richter still here, he would 
have laughed, and then taken the surprise oppo-
nent apart on the battlefield just for the practice. 
But I was less confident. I worried that even a 
favourable outcome in this small battle could leave 
our patrol further crippled, and completely unable 
to sustain ourselves in the Cravenlands.
We returned to camp to prepare for the attack. I 
hope the men will trust my orders... 

Lore piece written by
Robert “RHWorldBuilding” Hunter
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Under the rule of 
Heinrich Von
Totenhammer
The Cravenlands have never been a rich and happy 
place; many in the Church of Sunna consider these 
lands to be cursed. Local creepy legends mirror local 
popular, and probably misguided belief that it was here 
that Warin found his death after stabbing Sunna 
treacherously at the battle of Avras.
Heinrich Von Totenhammer is a fanatic among the 
ranks of Sunna’s Church, a fervent believer, who asked 
to be sent to the Cravenlands with his retinue of in-
quisitors precisely because "where the shadow is 
darker, Sunna's light must burn brighter." The charisma 
of the Bishop drives all aspects of the population’s lives, 
and is primarily responsible for the creation of a small 
army to defend the humans of the valley from threats, 
both external and internal. Both seem to abound.
In one year, Von Totenhammer and the inquisitors tor-
tured and burned over a hundred alleged witches. In 
the Cravenlands, a ruthless hunt has begun for the 
heretics of the Dark Gods, accused of having caused the 
recent great famine and the epidemic diseases proba-
bly caused by the prodigious rat infestation to be found 
here. The already bleak landscape is dotted with em-
bers of pyres, and breaking wheels proliferate. No man, 
woman, or child is safe from informers and inquisitors. 
Anyone can be reported, and taken to the Traitor's 
Tower, and they often are.
Moreover, the plague continues leaving hundreds of 
corpses piled up in the narrow alleys, and cobbled 
squares of Dusktown.

Lore piece written by
Josi “Mercenary Armies”Brandi

Dusktown Bonfire by Josi “Mercenary Armies”Brandi.

Nurak Zik by Josi “Mercenary Armies”Brandi.

Artwork by Josi “Mercenary Armies”Brandi.
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Konrad “Abrasus” Krystecki

As usual, the people on the forums are right, so let me 
try to help you deal with that aspect of the game, and 
summarize all the most common ways to prepare your 
list against such threats.

Cannons
Well, I didn’t say the methods would be extremely inno-
vative, did I? You may say ‘but my army has no cannons’. 
Just play a different army then, right? Nah, there are 
plenty of other tools to use if you don’t have access to 
cannons. What we are looking for is a ranged threat 
with high strength (to deal with monsters), and high 
armor piercing (to deal with characters). Bolt throwers 
and catapults are decent subsitutes for cannons. 
Shrieking horrors or even Caskets can be also consid-
ered as substitutes. A weaker version of this tool would 
be poisoned shots – sylvan sentinels, skinks with 
javelins and so on. Just remember that this category of 
tools doesn’t necessarily have to kill your opponents’ 
single models. It can simply provide a psychological as-
pect, which can force your opponent into a suboptimal 
position because of the ranged threat to the single 
models. This is surely the most effective and easiest 
way of making your list less susceptible to them.

High Strength Units
Another surprise, right? It turns out that models with 
high resilence and/or high armour saves don’t like high 
strength units. An easy example is a unit with great 
weapons. You cannot go wrong when taking these in 
your list. With a decent number of models, enough will 
survive to do a significant amount of damage to any sin-
gle model that wants to fight them. Bear in mind that 
single models will often abuse board edges and impas-
sible terrain to limit the number of models fighting 
them – if only 4 of your guys with S6 can attack, they 
will not do the job. Therefore, careful positioning is im-
portant to avoid placing your units in a manner that 
will allow the monster to protect itself with such simple 
tricks. You could also try units with lances, but lance 
units need to charge, and do well on the charge, or else 

A H YES, THE FAVOURITE THREAD ON ALL THE FORUMS: ‘SINGLE 
MODELS ARE OVERPOWERED’; ‘NOBODY PLAYS RANK AND FILE 
UNITS ANYMORE’; AND SO ON.

Your best friend in those dark times.
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in consecutive turns they might just do nothing and be 
stuck. Units with poisoned attacks in close combat are 
also an option, but this is, again, a very weak substitute 
since it most likely won’t help against high armour 
units. Nevertheless, you have to work with whatever 
tools are at your disposal. 

Champions
With champions being ten points a pop, it would be a 
shame not to take them. Not failing charges on 4 or less 
is cool, but even cooler is the champion’s ability to pre-
vent solo characters from abusing your unit by issuing a 
duel. This works best with units that have large num-
bers or with fast units (like dogs or skeleton cavalry) 
that can charge characters and hold them in place. The 
champion does not necessarily need to be a part of the 
unit itself, but can also work in cooperation – imagine 
taking a charge with a unit of ten models with a cham-
pion, holding the character up for a turn in a duel, and 
then countercharging with something that has either 
massive static combat score or great weapons. In this 
vein, a quality piece of kit for the champion is a shield – 
for example skeletons with shields and perhaps a Le-
gion Banner are the biggest bane of characters. This is 
because they will usually have a static combat score of 
about +5. The champion will keep coming back and has 
the protection of parry, which will limit overkill in the 
duel. With such low prices for command models, it 
shouldn’t really be an issue to pair up your champion 
with a banner, and I would expect a lot of units with full 
command groups nowadays, even if the unit itself is 
minimal in size.

Alchemy
So I had to pick a path of magic to put here. Alchemy is 
my choice almost entirely on the strength of quicksilver 
lash. Most monsters have at least a 4+ save, so the lash 
should deal around 1.5 wounds to them on average for 
relatively low dice cost, which is great. Some cowboys 
also forget the aegis against Flaming Attacks, which 
makes this spell the best in the game against them. The 
second spell I love from Alchemy is glory of gold. 
Rerolling wounds against high toughness models is 
great, and some cowboys don’t have the aegis – so extra 
AP against them is great. ‘What about silver spike?’ I 
hear some of you saying. Don’t take trash spells. That 
will be my only comment. The alternative path here is 
Divination, I guess. However, that path is very specifi-
cally targeted against monsters; hence, if you pick it, I 
would recommend putting a lot of champions in your 
list. There is always Portent of Doom, but even after the 
recent change to that spell, it is still pretty useless, 

Not this kind of single model!

Yeah, that's more like it.

Single models that fly can be a challenge, but what goes 
up...
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since cowboy can just stay in a non-essential unit in the 
first turn or two, and there will probably be more im-
portant spells to cast anyway. It’s very hard to balance 
this spell to be fair, because I feel like if it were to re-
main on the character after they left the unit, it would 
be an extremely strong spell…

Is That Really All?
Pretty much, yes. Single models are really not that 
threatening if you have the proper tools to deal with 
them, and use the tools correctly. I just want to point 
out that my EoS list has at least a bit of each of these 
tools (and often more than a bit!). Generally speaking, I 
feel like it is better to overprepare to play against single 
models, because playing against big fat units is usually 
much, much easier – especially because most of them 
are really slow and immobile.

Some cowboys can be quite intimidating.
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W HAT’S NEW IN THE MINI 
MARKET?

One of the best things about The Ninth Age is the boost 
that this project has given for innovation and dissemina-
tion in the field of tabletop miniatures. Throughout the 
world, different supporting companies are breaking up the 
monopoly established long ago by some, and giving us the 
chance to build up more diverse, customized, and hetero-
geneous armies.

Undying Dynasties
For instance, in these last weeks, Lubart Miniatures has re-
leased an impressive Undying Dynasties set with a strong 
Hellenic inspiration. In the catalogue of this company, 
among many other different armies, you can choose 
Pharaohs, Nomarchs, Hierarchs, Sphinxes… For more in-
formation, don’t hesitate to check out their website 
(lubart-miniatures.com).

Humans and Dwarfs
Another company, which is relatively new (and has a 
quirky name), is Two Idiots Printing. These guys provide a 
wide variety of products and armies in their catalogue: 

Turkish-Mongolian inspired Dread Elves, Spanish and 
Holy Roman Empire humans, and even a pack of Dwar-
ven Holds for our new Essence of war project! You can 
see more at two-idiots-printing-service.myshopify.com

Rotten Minis
Meanwhile, Rotten Factory has given us “the delicate 
taste of rotten models”: a sort of informal, incredibly 
original, and high quality set of products, which would 
fit perfectly into Warriors of the Dark Gods, Vampire 
Covenant, or Sylvan Elves among many other armies – 
even thematic ones! (rottenfactory.eu)

Shieldwolf Is Hiring!
Finally, Shieldwolf provide not only a wide variety of 
miniatures; they have also published a proper job offer! 
Props to them for the opportunity! (See Shield-
wolfminiatures.com) 

Younique Heroes
In adition, Avatars of War has released a series of fully 
customizable miniatures: Younique Heroes.

“Closer”
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with Paweł Jakub Górecki
Krakow, 8th January 2021

What is the origin story for Rotten Factory?
I remember it very well. It was a warm and sunny day. I 
think I was on a school trip to the Pieskowa Skała Cas-
tle. The whole class had "time for themselves," about 
half an hour, to go somewhere and buy souvenirs. Un-
like the rest, I was sitting on a bench and torturing my 
friend with questions about the game he had men-
tioned earlier. This game was full of magic, and fantastic 
beings.
I had recently finished reading The Lord of the Rings, 
and assembling plastic military models was my 
favourite pastime. I couldn't believe there could be 
something so wonderful.
“Could you please tell me more about this ... Warham-
mer? Maybe something about Chaos Gods?”
21 years have passed…
In this time, miniatures have disrupted my life many 
times. I skipped many guitar classes to look at minia-
tures in my local hobby shop. During high school, they 
took around half my money. In college, I started to 
sculpt my own designs, and because of this, I had half 
less time for studying.
I also sold my collection many times, only to start col-
lecting again, after a few months. The breakthrough 
came after I finished my bachelor’s degree, and was 
thinking about taking a masters. But I wasn't so sure 
about this idea. I didn't know who I wanted to be, and 
what I wanted to do in the future. I began to wonder 
what I really liked to do and what would make me 
happy.
About half a year later, I sold my first resin copy of my 
miniature. It was the 4th of March 2017.
Now, thanks to you guys, I run a company full of pas-
sion, cooperating with amazing and creative people 
from around the world, and I do my best to make super 
quality, unique miniatures from the lands of Rotten 
World.
What is Rotten Factory's focus in the miniature market? 
What goals does it have moving forward in the current 
market environment?
This is a hard question, and I do not know if I can an-
swer it. I'm not focused on being a second GW or 

W
E TALK WITH PAWEL JAKUB GORECKI, FROM 
ROTTEN FACTORY: ONE OF THE BEST RECOG-

NIZED MINIATURE COMPANIES IN THE NINTH 
AGE. ORIGINS, DEVELOPMENT, FOCUS, 
THOUGHTS… LET’S KNOW A LITTLE BIT MORE 
ABOUT THIS SUCCESSFUL AND IMPRESSIVE 
ONE-MAN FACTORY!
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Mierce Miniatures, or on taking over the global market.
I love dark fantasy, and this scary atmosphere gives me 
the strongest inspiration for creating miniatures. I'm 
not interested in following any trends; I rather prefer to 
create some. Rotten Factory has grown up from my 
hobby, and I want it to keep it as it is – miniatures cre-
ated from my passion, not because of dollar signs in my 
eyes.
It's been over three years since I sold my first minia-
tures. During this time, over 90 figurines were created – 
mostly thanks to your support, thanks!! I was able to 
meet amazing and creative people. I received many 
great emails, and photos of the miniatures you have 
painted. Thanks to this, I am always motivated to work 
hard, and sculpt new miniatures.
In the meantime, I create my rotten universe in my 
head, and I am very happy, because I know that it is 
only the beginning of my miniature adventure. Surpris-
ingly, I think this helps me to get such great support, 
because I'm honest with what I'm doing.
How did you and those working at Rotten Factory first 
get started with wargames and The Ninth Age?
I always was more into converting and collecting 
miniatures rather than playing – being an introvert 
does not help to socialize with other players.
What is more, Rotten Factory is a one-man company. I 
cooperate with concept artists and illustrators, but 
sculpting, casting, 2D design, photos, etc. are on my 
head. So, now you probably can see that I do not have 
much time for playing. But I slowly prepare myself for 
this big step which will be starting to play some 
wargames.
Does Rotten Factory have any Holiday promotions or any 
particular minis that you'd recommend for Ninth Age 
shoppers this year?
I can recommend all of my products! All have a unique 
history and unique design. There will be many new de-
signs this year, so keep an eye on the Rotten Factory 
website.
About the promotions... To this day, I organize promo-
tions in November, and for some miniatures during the 
year, but I'm thinking about making promotions only 
during Kickstarter campaigns.
You also need to remember that under Rotten Factory 
is a human being, so you can always write to me. I have 
no problem with giving some personal discounts for 
bigger orders, or for regular customers.
What are your thoughts on the Ninth Age Project and 
how it relates to miniature companies?
I think it is an awesome project. To keep it so big in a 
not profit way of cooperation... awesome! I can see here 
a lot of support, motivation, and passion. Keep it going 
like this!
How it relates to miniature companies? There are some 
companies that grow under the wings of the Ninth Age 
Project, and I'm sure that there will be more.

Butcher.

Barbarian chieftain.

Seaman.
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In the end, all those who are passionate about minia-
tures (painters, sculptors, wargamers, etc.), are one big 
family. No matter if you are more into elves, of dwarfs... 
you will end up at the bar, drinking beer together, and 
having great conversations. I believe in it, and I see it! 
And if you read this, it means that you have already be-
come part of it – thanks!
Is there anything else you'd like to communicate to the 
Ninth Age community?
Hmm... If you can, support small local hobby stores, and 
small businesses (all of them, not only connected with 
miniatures). They were created because of their own-
ers' passion, and some of them can have financial prob-
lems because of the pandemic restrictions. 
If you can't buy something, just ask if they do need any 
help. Even support like this will help the owners a lot! I 
see how it looks like here in my city, where owners of 
small companies are really stressed out, even a small 
conversation will make them feel stronger, and not 
alone.
And to make it all a little bit optimistic on the end... I 
keep my fingers crossed for your miniatures, terrain, 
and painting projects... mostly on the last one. Because, 
you will paint all your miniatures this year, won’t you? 
(wink)
If you like what I'm doing, please take a look at my pri-
vate sculpting social media, where I post photos of fin-
ished miniatures, work in progress photos, and 
tutorials. Please give me feedback, so I will be able to 
make better content for you all. And I keep my fingers 
crossed that it will inspire some of you to start sculpt-
ing because it is an awesome hobby!
Thank you all, and... are elves or dwarfs the best, or 
something else? Let's go for a beer, and discuss it!

words collected by “Nerocrossius”

https://rottenfactory.eu/

People from the Sewage.

Rotten Ogre.
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T HIS TUTORIAL AIMS 
TO OFFER ONE OF THE 
COUNTLESS WAYS TO 
MAKE A 3D RUIN FOR 

YOUR NINTH AGE TABLE.

This method is great for private, club, or tournament 
use, and is a great compromise between aesthetic and 
playability, with minimal time and effort required. The 
project can be scaled to your level of modelling ability, 
the equipment available to you, and your budget, so it 
should be accessible to all.

David “Grosacquet”
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the creation of terrain is to have patience. Indeed, 
wanting to achieve all the stages of creating this ruin 
without waiting for things to dry would greatly damage 
the final product. This tutorial is, therefore, cut into 
achievable steps for single sessions. I advise waiting 
until the next day to complete the next step in order to 
ensure optimal drying.

Step 1. First Textures
It is possible to take a series of actions without waiting 
for things to dry. This requires being a little delicate. If 
you are not, you can also take the time to let things dry 
between each action.
The base used in this tutorial: 3mm thick MDF
Using the smooth rolling pin, spread the clay to a thick-
ness of 3 to 4mm.
Roll the texture roller across the clay while ensuring 
that you maintain a constant pressure over the whole 
length. Be careful not to press too hard. The clay can 
sometimes stick to the roller, so be sure to take it easy. 
Once ready, add pure wood glue on the base and posi-
tion your clay (fig.2)
You can also integrate your bits. This might be column 
ruins, or perhaps small mounds made with extruded 
polystyrene onto which you will glue resin elements 
like a statue face, for example.
Once the clay is firmly fixed to the base (wait at least 15 
minutes), it is time to smooth out the edges with some 
plaster (fig.3). A soft slope from the textured surface to 
the edge of the base will be the best effect. Be careful, 
your bits could still move if you have not shown pa-
tience.
Avoid leaving big lumps or gaps. Small irregularities 
can be smoothed after drying, but it would be a shame 
to have to go back to the spatula. Now it’s time to let the 
whole thing dry properly. It’s best to leave the next step 
for the next day.

Tools:
•Spatula
•Brushes of different 

sizes (to spread glue or 
paint)

•Texture roller(s)
•Static grass applicator
•Fine grain sandpaper

Material:
•MDF Base
•Self-hardening modeling clay 
•Wood glue
•Plaster
•Bits from your bits box
•Sand
•Little stones/gravel
•Acrylic paint
•Spraypaint
•Various containers
•Water
•Pigment (bonus)

One of the key points in 

Equipment

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3. Figure 4.
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Step 2. Sandblast
First of all, it is necessary to fix up the surface by sand-
ing off the excess plaster and also to smooth the clay/
plaster junction.  (fig.4)
Once this stage is done, it is time to add sand. Spread 
some glue on the base.(fig.5) Add water to the glue with 
your brush, and spread it over the entire surface, being 
careful to avoid the textured clay. Now you can sprinkle 
your fine sand over the whole base. Don’t be afraid to 
put too much. After a few minutes, hold the piece over 
your bin, and gently shake and tap it to recover the sur-
plus sand.(fig.6)
It is then time to add some gravel to create additional 
texture. Using pure wood glue will help fix pebbles 
more strongly which tend to escape when painting.
(fig.7/8)

Step 3. Fixation
Simple but essential step. It must be done after the as-
sembly has dried and will also require complete drying. 
Prepare a 50/50 mixture of water and wood glue and 
brush this juice over the entire sanded area. This will 
complete fixing the set and you will have no problem 
with sand coming off during painting.

Step 4. Painting
It’s time to paint your ruin. This step has a number of 
different choices to be made.
For spray-paint, I find some significant advantages with 
graffiti paint: reduced cost, huge range of colours, supe-
rior mechanical resistance. On the down side, it can re-
main slightly tacky or sticky, and it can have a slippery 
effect, making it difficult to put layers on top. This can 
be remedied by using a spray varnish at the end. Clean-
ing with a damp cloth also helps get rid of the sticky or 
slippery effects. (fig.9/10/11)
Once the basecoat is in place, it's time to get to the fin-
ishing touches. Washing and drybrushing will be your 
friends for a very convincing result. A white edge high-
light (using the side of the brush on the edges) to finish 
will give the most beautiful effect. (Fig.12)

Step 5. Flocking
For static grass over a large area, I can only recommend 
the pictured applicator. No more piles of grass all over 
the place. (Fig.13)
It is very easy to use. Generously apply a 70/30 Wood 
Glue/Water mixture to the surface to be flocked. Place a 

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.
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metal rod on the mixture to create an electric field at 
the surface before sprinkling the static grass you put in 
the applicator. (Fig.14)
For a wilder effect, you can limit the application area 
and mix with a few taller clumps as well. Be careful 
though; don't forget that this terrain will often have 
packs of figurines on it. The tufts will not resist for long.

Conclusion
Unfortunately, a piece of terrain like this won't stand up 
to the tread of so many tiny feet for long. A pack of 50 
over-enthusiastic Goblins will quickly crush our hobby 
efforts. So BE CAREFUL. For a game setting, do not for-
get that it is sometimes better to sacrifice a bit of 
beauty for something playable and resilient. Better that 
than magnificent terrain that ends up scratched after a 
few games.
So here is the final rendering that I want to see with you 
friends !!! (Fig.15)
And above all, DON'T NEGLECT YOUR TABLE !! This 
game deserves to be given an atmosphere. We are 
model makers in addition to being players.

Figure 12.

Figure 14.

Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Figure 13.

Figure 15.

Figure 11.
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The relationship between Sylvan Elves and the forest is 
something that few understand, as it is not always har-
monious. To Sylvan Elves, the idea of ‘balance’ is very 
important, because their destiny is intimately linked 
with that of the forest itself. Their very existence de-
pends on preserving the forest, and if the elves fail, so 
too will the forest.
This balancing act, almost symbiotic, is also a theme 
within my army, which is a mixture of traditional and 
more recent aesthetics. Most of my miniatures (from 
Marauder and Citadel) were released around 1996, but 
Dryads, eagles, and the Treeman are much more mod-
ern. Therefore, there is a balance between what we 
could call ‘Oldhammer’ and more recent designs.

Colours of Nature
Sylvan Elves are intrinsically related with the forest, so 
one might think that a scheme based on greens and 
browns would be best. At the same time, taking into ac-
count that sylvan elves lack armoured troops that help Gabriel “Estudio Magnesia” Cerdá

S OMETHING STIRS IN THE THICKET. MYSTERIOUS SILHOUETTES 
LIE IN WAITING AMIDST THE UNDERGROWTH, READY TO 
PROTECT THEIR SACRED FOREST. A SYLVAN ELVES ARMY BY 
‘ESTUDIO MAGNESIA’.
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unify the army colour through metallics, other gar-
ments and accessories are very important. Hence, all 
the capes are painted with the same green hue, and 
pants, shirts, and leather armour provide more dun 
tones.
As I suggested, a unified look is very important in a 
miniature army - especially in 9th Age, where an army 
might include a variety of miniatures. This can be 
achieved, not only through the colours applied to the 
miniatures, but also through basing. With a uniform 
basing scheme, we can bring the disparate miniatures 
together as a unified force. In my army, dark and ‘burnt’ 
brown aids green to create a nice contrast.
Finally, and following a typical characteristic of the 90’s 
painting styles, I had to add a dash of fabulous shiny 
red. My core troops include some blood red - for in-
stance, on my archers' bows.

Forest Guardians
Among Sylvan Elves, Dancers are the scariest troops. 
They paint runes and idols on their skin, not only to in-
timidate enemies but also to shield them from enemy 
magic. These runes are painted with dyes extracted 
from blueberries.
My army general, riding an elven horse, is a Wild 
Hunter Prince. This lineage is composed of the most ex-
pert elven riders. They raise herds of steeds, and patrol 
the borders of the forest, stalking and chasing any pos-
sible intruder.
Sylvan Elf wizards are able to communicate with trees, 
waking them, and summoning dryads. They have a very 
close relationship with the forest and its wild magic, 
which always flows atop the trees. Pictured here is Kaia, 
the most antique miniature of my army. The miniature 
is a standard bearer from Scarloc’s Archers regiment 
(1987).
Giant eagles often dwell amid the gorges near forests, 
and have for ages. They are incomparable scouts, and 
fearsome allies in the battlefield.

Wood Skin
The idea of the forest as a fundamental part of life for 
the Sylvan Elves is represented by the spirit creatures 
that generals can include in their armies. These crea-
tures are the Thicket Beasts and the Treefather, and to-
gether they make up the group consciousness of the 
forest.
These Thicket Beast miniatures are Marauder treemen, 
released in 1992. One of these beasts is the legendary 
Durthu (from old WH Wood Elves book). I gave them a 
dull green & grey colour scheme, following the mid 90’s 
aesthetic.

Pathfinders, Citadel, 1996.

Sylvan Archers, Marauder, 1996.

Blade Dancers, Citadel, 1996.

Heath Riders, Marauder, 1996.
Below: Forest Eagle, Citadel, 2013.
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The Treefather is a resin miniature from a Spanish 
company (which no longer exists). In spite of its un-
usual pose, which is not very dynamic, I thought that its 
aesthetic was in keeping with that of my army.
The fundamental idea of my Sylvan Elf army roster is 
that the way you play should be as consistent as possi-
ble with your background. From the beginning, I de-
cided that the army was not going to have large blocks 
of infantry. Instead, a balance between flexible, small 
units, and two blocks of Dryads, which are essential for 
any prolonged combat.

What's Next?
I still have several miniatures from the GW 5th Edition 
collection to paint; Orion, the king of the forest (1996), 
the scouts (1997) and some cavalry with bows (1996) 
that I hope to finish in the near future. Needless to say, I 
will be happy to read your comments, and answer any 
questions you may have, so don’t hesitate to contact me 
in the forum or even through my Instagram: Estudio_-
Magnesia, where you can also find more photos of my 
armies! Thank you very much!

Durthu and the Thicket Beasts, Marauder, 1992.

Dryads, Citadel, 2005.
Below: left: Druid, Marauder, 1987.

Below: right: Forest Prince, Marauder, 1996.
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T
HIS IS A STORY OF 
A 10MM SYLVAN 
ELVES ARMY 
PROJECT BY A T9A 
WIDOW TURNED 

NOVICE HOBBYIST GIRLFRIEND. 
I’M IN THE PROCESS OF COL-

LECTING AND PAINTING MY 
VERY FIRST ARMY. READ ON TO 
JOIN MY JOURNEY WITH THE 
TINY FOREST THINGIES!

Today I started it. I painted my first the 9th Age minia-
ture.
My boyfriend is a T9A enthusiast and has low-key tried 
to sell me the idea of tabletop wargaming for, what, five 
years now? The problem is that I don’t really care about 
strategy games or war, and after a few botched at-
tempts with paper proxies, or his armies I was pretty 
sure that this game just wasn’t for me.
However, I’ve always liked miniatures. I think it started 
with crafting furniture for my dollhouse. In my early 
teens, I became excited about airplanes and cars. I built 
and painted a couple of old-school fighter plane minia-
tures, and a sweet 1960s Chevrolet Corvette. The paint-
works of a 13-year-old were crappy, of course, but I 
enjoyed piecing the models together, and prying the 
who-knows-how-old paint pots open with a screw-
driver. In high school, I thrived in the arts class when 
we had to build a miniature of a studio apartment, and 
scavenge scraps for furnishing it. The thrill of coming 
up with an unexpected DIY solution was addictive.
Time and again, I found myself peeking over my 
boyfriend’s shoulder while he browsed new minis for 
his collection, or checked out fellow Ninth Age players’ 
painting leagues. Some armies and colours I hated, but 
some were intriguing. I think it was Warhammer 40k 
that first piqued my interest, though. The dark and 
spiky Drukhari miniatures seemed really neat, and 
when my boyfriend and his friend got interested in Kill 
Team, I ended up buying a box of wyches and another 
of kabalites. I didn’t plan to play with them – and to this 
day, I still haven’t – but I assembled a few, and started 
learning how to paint them. It was really difficult, but it 
was a lot of fun, even despite the fear of ruining the 
miniatures with my noob skills. 

Mari “Bunsheebush” Smolander

The little fella getting his sand bath.

Basecoat done. Now for the scary part.
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The Call of 10mm
Our kitchen table is a modest size, so smaller scale 
seemed to be the only option for playing tabletop 
wargames. I wasn’t sure if I wanted to attempt playing 
again, but we agreed that we could both assemble a 
10mm army, which could be used to demonstrate and 
teach the game to our friends.
The hardest part was choosing an army. I mainly pon-
dered Beast Herds, Dread Elves, Sylvan Elves and Dae-
mon Legions. I think minotaurs and centaurs are cool, 
but my boyfriend already plays Ogre Khans, which 
seemed too similar. Daemon Legions have some of the 
coolest minis ever in 28mm scale, but their book was 
daunting with its plethora of options, and the 10mm 
miniature options didn’t live up to their larger siblings. 
Dread Elves are pretty much the fantasy version of 
Drukhari, so I seriously considered them, but had the 
same problem with the minis. Finally, we stumbled 
upon some good-looking wood elf 10mm miniatures 
from Forest Dragon, and I found Sylvan Elves’ elusive 
archers, and agile cavalry appealing. I think the final 
nail in the coffin of my resistance was the forest dragon 
miniature with leaf wings. It looked majestic and cute 
at the same time, and I wanted it so bad. I was hooked.

Getting Started With 
the Minis
We ordered a full army of Elves, dryads, and the dragon. 
They sat in the cupboard for a month or two as I was 
busy with my studies. Yesterday I took them out to pon-
der a colour scheme. Emboldened by fantastic base de-
signs and terrain from Pinterest, I started building the 
miniatures today. The aroma of the glue was quite 
dreadful, so I decided to only assemble a couple this 
time. Itching to get started, I slapped some fine grain 
sand to the bases, and decided to come up with some 
decorations later. 
To kick off the project, we agreed to paint two Forest 
Guard miniatures simultaneously so we could compare 
two different colour schemes, and he could help me out 
with the technicalities of painting a tiny, tiny elf. I con-
templated a summery, greens-and-browns theme, and 
an orange-and-brown autumn one, but opted for the 
orange this time. I have a vision of orange maple leaf 
wings on the dragon, and autumn dryads, so I wanted 
to try an orange cape for the Forest Guard as well.

Pumpkin Guard ready for battle.

Our completed minis side by side.

The capes.
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D
O YOU WANT TO 
IMPROVE YOUR 
MINIATURE 
PAINTING SKILLS? 
THEN THIS ARTICLE 
IS FOR YOU.

In a series of recurring articles, you’ll be able to get feed-
back on your miniatures to help you take the next step on 
your painting journey.

A Community
Engagement Project
If you go to the 9th Age site, and look through the Painting & 
Modeling Discussion, you’ll find a thread where you can 
post pictures of your miniatures, and specify what you 
want to improve. In the next scroll, you’ll find an article 
where all the submissions since the last issue are given 
feedback. The purpose is not to shoot you down, but to lift 
you up, and help you improve. It doesn't matter where you 
are on your own personal journey, everyone can benefit 
from some ideas on how to take the next step. 
It is worth mentioning, however, that there is no actual 
need to improve your painting, in any sense of the word. If 
you are happy with your work, that’s good. You are the sole 
arbiter of its value. At the same time, maybe you’re happy, 
but not satisfied. Each piece is a stepping stone to new 
possibility. 

by “Mad’At”

Squinting and
Painting
The miniature was impossibly small. The 28mm scale I 
had somewhat managed, but 10mm infantry felt like a 
real challenge. It took some reminding how to thin out 
the paints before we got rolling. We applied some bone 
colour for an undercoat, because it’s currently -10° Cel-
sius here, so spray-painting isn’t really an option. I was 
really scared of accidentally obscuring detail, but luck-
ily it didn’t happen.
After that, I went for blonde hair, ochre robes, an or-
ange cape, a wooden shield and spear, and brown 
leather boots. The Guard held his equipment so close to 
his chest that getting to his face and torso was really 
tough. I did the base colours the best I could, and then 
started applying washes. I messed up the face, which 
my boyfriend graciously offered to fix; then I went on to 
highlighting some parts of the miniature. I found it 
rather challenging, as the smallest of brush strokes 
seemed too big and bold on the teensy figure. I half-ac-
cidentally added small touches of gold to the wooden 
shield, and I loved the result so much that I didn’t dare 
to touch it anymore.
We compared our progress several times during the 
two hours of work. He had chosen an orange cape, 
green robes, and an orange and green shield, otherwise 
keeping it similar to the colours my miniature had. He 
has been painting eight or nine years longer than me, 
so it wasn’t that surprising to see that his mini had 
neater details, and higher contrast between different 
areas of the model. He encouraged me to use more 
washes, and come back later with the original colour, 
and lighter shades of it, and paying more attention to 
this helped me improve the model. 

Conclusion of the Day
Final results of the painting session were somewhat 
mixed. I love how the cape, hair, and shield of my minia-
ture ended up, but the robes and face could be better. 
I’m not sure about the ochre as the front of the model is 
now a bit too light and Highborn Elfish to my taste 
(Elves with castles? A hard no from me!) 
As we wrapped the session up and started devouring 
our pizzas, I suddenly came up with an idea that I could 
try and sprinkle some oregano to the bases of my mod-
els to simulate dry leaves. Maybe I’ll try to paint the 
oregano leaves with some autumny colours, too. I think 
my next step will be to try out a Forest Guard with 
brown-grayish robes, and a muted orange or dark 
green cape. Wish me luck.
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Painting With
Purpose
A way to amplify the effects of feedback is to paint with 
a clear purpose in mind – so-called “deliberate prac-
tice”. With each miniature you paint, challenge yourself 
on some part. You don’t have push your abilities on ev-
ery surface of the miniature, but if you do something 
small that challenges you on each, you’ll get better. You 
can try your hand at some new techniques, like OSL 
(Object Source Lighting), NMM (Non Metallic Metal), or 
various techniques for blending. Try to paint a better 
face than you’ve ever painted before. Limit the time you 
can spend on a single miniature, to up your speed. Add 
some texture to the fabric. Or any other new and inter-
esting thing.
When posting a picture in the thread, you can mention 
what you’ve been trying out with that particular minia-
ture. Write a short text about what you would like feed-
back on; that way you can get more specific feedback. 
Or maybe you just want some general advice. 

A Whole Lot of
Bravery
Asking for feedback is never easy though. You’re 
putting your work on display for other people to value 
and judge. Of course, we promise to be as kind and car-
ing as possible. The goal is to create a helpful and happy 
community, after all. But in the end, it will require a 
whole lot of bravery on your part. Bravery to ask for 
help, but hopefully bravery that’ll inspire others.

The Technical Stuff
So, hopefully that has gotten you sufficiently interested 
to give this whole thing a shot. That means it is time for 
some technical stuff. First off, here is the path to the 
thread in question, where you can post your pictures: 
“The Feedback Paintshop” thread in “Painting and Mod-
elling Discussion” subsection in “The Hobby Hub (TM)” 
section of our forum.
Then we have some rules:

•One model or unit per submission.
•One submission per person for each scroll. You can 

post again for the next one.
•Only finished models may be submitted.

Thank you for reading!

There’s such a feeling of accomplishment to painting 
models. The closer it comes to your vision, the more 

satisfying it can be.
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Download The 9th Age rule set for free at

the-ninth-age.com
and bring your armies to the table!


